Abstract--ln this note, we obtain a perfect characterization of generator of the perturbation semigroup for Pritchard-Salamon systems. From this we give a much simpler and more straight proof of the theorem on nest of feedback loop and answer the open problem posed by Curtain, Logemann, Townley and Zwart. More precisely, we establish that the smooth condition is unnecessary in the constructive argument for Pritchard-Salmon systems. (~)
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM
Let W, V, U, Y be Hilbert spaces, suppose that W ¢--* V (i.e., W C V and the canonical injection W --~ V : x ~ ~ x is continuous and dense) and that S(.) is a C0-semigroup on V which restricts to a C0-semigroup on W. (iii) Let B E/:(U, V) and C E/:(W, Y) be admissible input and output operators (with respect to (W, V) for S(-)), respectively, and suppose that D E £:(U, Y). The system given by
x(t) = S(t)xo + S(t -s)Bu(s) ds, y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t),
where x0 E V, t _> 0 and u E L2oc(0, oo; U), is called a Pritchard-Salamon system (with respect to (W, V) for S(.)) and is denoted by Z(S(-), B, C, D).
The Pritchard-Salamon class of linear infinite-dimensional systems w~ first introduced by Pritchard and Salamon [1, 2] to provide a general abstract framework for linear quadratic control problems. Now, many papers on a wide range of control problems for Pritchard-Salamon systems have appeared and many of its important mathematical and system theoretic properties have been revealed, see the many references therein. In particular, Curtain et al. [3] have given a nice overview which is fundamental to analysis and control synthesis for Pritchard-Salamon systems. However, many results for Pritchard-Salamon systems were obtained under the smooth condition (i.e., D(A V) ¢--* W). In view of this fact, Curtain et al. [3] have raised the following open problem: is the smooth condition necessary in the constructive argument? In this note, we will give an answer to this open problem.
We use superscript A x to denote the infinitesimal generator of C0-semigroup S X (.) on X; and denote the growth bound on X by w sx ('). Concerning unexplained concepts, notation and results in this paper, we refer to [3, 4] .
MAIN RESULTS
It's well known that the Pritchard-Salamon class is invariant under state-feedback with F E £(W, U) and output injection with H E £(Y, V), provided that F is an admissible output operator and H is an admissible input operator.
THEOREM 1. Let Z( S(.), B, C, D) be a Pritchard-Salamon system, F E £(W, U) be an admissible output operator, and H E £(Y, V) an admissible input operator for this system. Then the following are true.
(a) There exists a unique Co-semigroup SBF(') on W such that for a/1 x E W,
SsF(t)x = S(t)x + S(t -s)BFSsf(s)xds.

Furthermore, SBF(. ) extends to a Co-semigroup on V, ~( SBF('), B, C, D) iS a PritchardSalamon system, and I' SBF(t)x = S(t)x + S(t -s)BFSBF(S)xds = S(t)x + SBF(t --s)BFS(s)xds, for all x E V. In addition, F is an admissible output operator for SBF(') and H is an admissible input operator for SBF('). (b) F(a-A W) l(a-AV)x=Fx, forxED(A v)nW. (c) The generators Of SBF(') on W and V satisfy D(AVF) =D(AV), D (AWE) ={z e D(AVF) N W I AVx
where a is any number with real part larger than the growth bounds w sw('), w sv('), w sWF('), and w svF('). 
SBF(t)x = S(t)x + S(t -s)BFSBF(S)X ds,
and hence,
SBF(t)x --z t --t + -~ S(t -s)BFx ds + -~ S(t -s)BF(SBF(S)X --x)ds.
Notice that x • D(AVF)rqW = D(AV)rqW and limt~0+ (l/t) fo S(t--s)BF(SBF(S)x--x) ds = O,
we have
Finally, from this characterization of generator of the perturbation semigroup SSF('), we give a much simpler and more forward proof of (d 
S~FI (t)x = s(t)x + RBF, (t)X, IIRBF, (t)xll < I(t)IIxlIv,
where f • C[0, co), and hence, for x • W,
IIF=SBF, (')XlIL,(O,,;U) < IIF=S(')XlIL2(O,,;U) + IIF2RsF, (')xlIL=(O,~U)
< ~=ll~llv + IIF~IIL¢w,u)IIR~r,(')~llw < (~ + IIF~II IIf(')llL~(0.,)) llxllv.
This estimation means that F2 • •(W, U) is an admissible output operator for SBF, ('). Now, by (c), we find that
A w = D(B(F,+F,))
and W 
{x • D (A V) fq W I AYx + B (F1 + F2) x • W} {x • D (A v) n W I AV x + BFlx + BF2x • W} {x • D (AVE1) ¢q W ] AYF x + BF2x • W} {x • D (A V) fq W I AY x + BFlx + BF2x • W}
(SBF,)~F~ (t)z.
Therefore, using (a), we obtain
SB(;I+F2)(') = (SB~I)BF2 (')"
The proof has been completed. I In [3] , it was illustrated that a C0-semigroup which is exponentially stable on V (or W), need not be exponentially stable on W (or V), and Curtain et al. have introduced the following definition of admissible stabi!izability to give a satisfactory stability theory.
DEFINITION 2. Suppose that B E E(U,V) is an admissible input operator for S(.). The pair (S(.),B) is called admissible stabilizable /f there exists an admissible output operator F E £(W, U) such that Co-semigroup SsF(') is exponentially stable on W and V.
LEMMA 3. (See [3, Lemma 5.3] or [4, Theorem 2.20 (ii)].) Suppose that B E £(U, V) is an admissible input operator for S(.). If (S(.), B) is admissibly stabilizable and F E £:(W, U) is an admissible output operator for S(.) such that SBF(') is exponentially stable on V. Then SSF(.)
is also exponentially stable on W. PROOF. From Theorem 1, we have seen that F is an admissible output operator for SBF('), and hence, FSBF(.) has a unique bounded extension from V to L2(0, o~; U) and denoted this extension by FSBF(') (where we have used the exponential stability of SBF(') on V and Remark 2.10 in [3] or Remark 2.2 in [4] ), this means that fo(ESBF(t)x, FSBF(t)y)u dt is a continuous bilinear form on V. Therefore, there exists a unique self-adjoint positive semidefinite operator P E/:(V) such that
~0 ¢x) (x, Py) = (FSBF(t)x, FSBF(t)y) U dt, x, y E W,
x, yE V.
Notice that P ---B*P E £(V, U) is an admissible output operator, from Theorem 1, we obtain that for x E V and for x E D(AWp),
~0 t SBp(t)x = S(t)x + S(t -s)BFSWF(s)x ds /o' = S(t)x ÷ SBF(t --s)BFS(s)xds
AWkx = AV x + B-~x = AVE x + B(F -F)x.
Hence, for x E D(AWp),
Using the definitions of F and P, for x E D(AWk), we calculate for all x E V. From Theorem 1, we obtain that for x E V, [3] has been solved. From our obtained results, we conjecture that the smooth condition is unnecessary for varieties of control problems for Pritchard-Salamon systems.
FSBF( S) SB~( U) X>u ds du = "~8 HFSBF(S)SB$'(t$)X[[2U dsdu FSBF( S)SBp(U)X> u ' ds du = -j~o t [[FSBp(U)X[]2u du
SBp(t)x = S,,,,(t)x + fotSBF(t--u)B(P-F) SB~(,,lxdu ,
